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1 Introduction.
The  given  document  is  the  description  “open  source”  project  of  system  called  “OpenSCADA." 

OpenSCADA  corresponds  an  open  SCADA  system  constructed  on  principles  of  modularity, 
multiplatformity and scalability.

As a policy of development of the given system the «open source” principles are chosen. The choice of 
the given policy is determined by necessity of creation of open, reliable and public SCADA system. The 
given policy allows to involve in development, testing, elaboration, distribution and use of a product the 
significant  amount  of  developers,  enthusiasts  and  other  interested  persons  with  minimization  and 
distribution of financial expenses.

The  OpenSCADA  system  is  intended  for  acquisition,  archiving,  visualization  of  the  information, 
delivery  of  operating  influences,  and  also  for  other  related  operations  characteristic  for  full-function 
SCADA systems. Owing to a high level of abstraction and modularity, the system can be used in many 
adjacent areas.

The OpenSCADA system can be applied:

• on industrial targets, as full-function SCADA system; 
• in  built  in  (embedded)  systems,  as  an  environment  of  performance,  including  inside  PLC 
(programmed logic controllers); 
• for construction of various models (technological, chemical, physical, electric processes); 
• on  personal  computers,  servers  and  clusters  for  acquisition,  processing,  representation  and 
archiving of the information on system and its environment.

As basic (host) operational system, for development and use, the OS Linux is chosen, which is the 
optimum compromise in questions:

• reliability (vast majority of servers and clusters works on GNU/Linux); 
• flexibility/scalability (in view of the openness and modularity allows to build decisions under 
any requirements); 
• availability (owing to license GPL it is completely free system, and at high qualification of the 
user and free-of-charge); 
• popularity,  development,  support,  prevalence  (the  system  is  actively  developed  by  set  of 
enthusiasts, firms and official bodies from all over the world, it gets greater and greater support in 
the user and corporate market, it is actively implemented into the state structures of the various 
countries).

As far as the project is developed and realized by principles of multiplatformity, it does not make a 
problem to port it on other OS, that is planned in the future.

Heart of system is the modular kernel. And depending on that, what modules are connected, system can 
to act both in a role of various servers, and in a role of various clients, and also to combine these functions 
in one program. It allows to work in practice client-server architecture of SCADA system on the basis of 
the  same  components/modules,  saving  thus:  machine  memory,  disk  space,  and  also  valuable  time  of 
programmers.

Server  configurations  of  system  are  intended  for  acquisition,  processing,  delivery  of  influences, 
archiving, recording of the information from various sources, and also for granting of this information to 
clients (UI, GUI, TUI...). The modular architecture allows to expand functionality of a server without its 
restarting.

Client configurations can be built on the basis of various graphic libraries (GUI/TUI ToolKits), as using 
a kernel of the program and its modules (by addition to it the module of UI-user interface), and as the 
independent application, connecting the kernel of OpenSCADA as library.

The  opportunity  of  a  flexible  configuration  of  system  allows  to  build  decisions  under  concrete 
requirements of reliability, functionality and the sizes of system.
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2 Functions of the system.

 

Рис. 1. The block scheme of OpenSCADA system

2.1 Modularity.

For giving flexibility and a high degree of scalability the OpenSCADA system is constructed by a 
modular principle. Close integration of modules with a kernel of system imposes the great responsibility 
on process of a writing of modules and enters an element of instability into the system, however owing to 
an opportunity of creation of the allocated configurations, this danger smooths out with preservation of a 
high degree of flexibility.

Modules of OpenSCADA system are stored in dynamic libraries. Each dynamic library can contain set 
of  modules  of  various  type.  Filling  of  dynamic  libraries  by  modules  is  determined  by  functional 
connectivity of modules. Dynamic libraries suppose hot replacement, that allows during functioning to 
update separate parts of system. The method of storage of a code of modules in dynamic libraries is the 
main  for  OpenSCADA  as  far  as  it  is  supported  practically  by  all  modern  operational  systems(OS). 
However it does not exclude an opportunity of development of other methods of storage of a code of 
modules.

On the basis of modules the following functional parts of OpenSCADA system are realized:

• databases; 
• archives (messages and values); 
• protocols of communication interfaces; 
• communication interfaces, transports; 
• sources of data and data acquisition; 
• interfaces of the user (GUI, TUI, WebGUI, speech, signal...); 
• the additional and special modules.

Management  of modules is carried out by a subsystem «Management  of modules».  Functions of a 
subsystem are: connection, switching-off, updating of modules, and also other operations connected with 
modules and libraries of modules.
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2.2 Subsystems.

Architecturally the OpenSCADA system shares on subsystems. Subsystems can be of two types: usual 
and modular. Modular subsystems possess the property of expansion by means of modules. Each modular 
subsystem can contain set of modular objects. For example the modular subsystem of “Database” contains 
modular objects of types of databases. The modular object is a root inside of the module.

In  total  the  OpenSCADA system  contains  9  subsystems  from them 7  subsystems  are  modular.  9 
subsystems of the OpenSCADA system are basic and are present at any configuration. To the list of 9 
subsystems new subsystems by means of modules can be added. Subsystems of the OpenSCADA system:

• Archives (modular). 
• Databases (modular). 
• Safety. 
• Interfaces of the user (modular). 
• Management of modules. 
• Data acquisition (modular). 
• Transport protocols (modular). 
• Special (modular). 
• Transports (modular).

2.3 PLC and other sources of dynamic data. A subsystem “Data acquisition”.

For support of sources of dynamic data, whether it be PLC-controllers, communication devices, virtual 
sources, etc., the subsystem “Data acquisition” is intended. Functions of this subsystem include granting 
the  received  data  in  the  structured  appearance  and  maintenance  of  management  with  these  data,  for 
example the updating of data.

The subsystem “Data acquisition” is modular and, as consequence, contains modular objects of types of 
sources of dynamic data. For example, for October 2007г, the OpenSCADA system supports following 
types of sources of data:

• Cards of data acquisition from “Diamond systems”. 
• Data acquisition from operational systems (OS). 
• the Block calculator. 
• the Calculator in Java-like language. 
• the Transporter of data of a subsystem “Data acquisition” from one OpenSCADA station to 
another. 
• Access to logic controllers by means of the protocol «ModBUS". 
• Data acquisition from network devices by means of protocol SNMP. 
• The source of data of a logic level of OpenSCADA system. 
• Access to highly intellectual logic controllers by means of MPI protocol and communication 
processor CIF50PB of Hilscher GMBH firm.

Each type of a source is made in the form of the separate module which can be connected/disconnected. 
Each type of a source can contain separate sources (controllers).

Separately taken controller can contain the parameters of certain by the module types. For example 
parameters of analog type: the basic information which they gives the value of the integer or real type is. 
Structurally, the parameter represents the list of attributes which are contained by data. Attributes can be 
of four base types: symbolical string (text), integer, real and logic type.

Structures of controllers, parameters and their types are contained in the subsystem “Data acquisition”, 
and objects of modules carry out their filling according to own specificity.

The source of dynamic data can be remotes, i.e. connected on the remote OpenSCADA system. For 
communication with such sources of data the transport type of controllers (Transporter) is used. Function 
of the given type of a source of data is reflection of sources of data of remote OpenSCADA stations on 
local station.
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2.4 Databases. A subsystem of “Database”

For a data storage of system databases (DB) are everywhere used. With a view of systematization of 
access and management of databases in OpenSCADA system the subsystem “Database” is provided. For 
support of various DB/DBMS the subsystem is modular.

In a role of the modular objects, containing in a subsystem, type DB/DBMS acts, i.e. the module of a 
subsystem “Database”, which practically contains realization of access to the certain type of a DB. For 
example modules: DBF, MySQL, SQLite.

The object of type DB/DBMS, in its turn, contains the list of objects of separated DB of the given type. 
And the object of a DB contains the list of objects of tables which are contained by data in the tabulated 
form.

Practically all the data of OpenSCADA system are stored in this or that DB. The toolkit of system 
allows to transfer  easily  the data  from one type  of a  DB on another  and as consequence provide an 
optimum  selection  of  DB  type  under  the  concrete  area  of  OpenSCADA  system.  Transfer  of  the 
information from one DB to another can be made by two ways. The first is a change of the address of a 
working DB and save of all system on it, the second is a direct copying the information between DB. 
Except for copying the function of direct editing of contents of tables of a DB is supported also.

For the organization of the centralized access of the allocated system to a uniform DB two ways are 
provided. The first is using of network DBMS, for example MySQL. The second way is using of transport 
type of a DB on local systems for access to one central DB (It is planned.). Function of a transport DB is 
transfer of queries to a DB on remote OpenSCADA system.

Data can be stored also in a configuration file of system. The mechanism of full reflection of structure 
of a DB on structure of a configuration file is realized. I.e. the standard configuration can be placed in a 
configuration file. An essence of such mechanism that by default for example at start without a DB, it is 
possible to describe the data of system in a configuration file. In the further, these data can be redefined in 
a DB. Besides for cases of impossibility of start of any DB generally, it is possible to store all data in a 
configuration file.

For access to databases the mechanism of registration of a DB is used. Registered DB in system are 
accessible  to  all  subsystems  of  OpenSCADA system and  can  be  used  in  their  work.  Owing  to  this 
mechanism it is possible to provide an allocation of data storage. For example, various libraries can be 
stored  and extend  independently,  and  connection  of  library  will  consist  in  simple  registration  of  the 
necessary DB.

In the further,  realization of duplication of a DB by linkage of the registered DB is planned. This 
mechanism  will  allow  to  increase  considerably  reliability  of  OpenSCADA  system  as  a  whole  by 
reservation of the mechanism of a data storage. (It is planned.)

2.5 Archives. A subsystem “Archives”.

Any SCADA system gives an opportunity of archiving the acquisition data, i.e. formation of history of 
change (dynamics) of processes. Archives, conditionally, it is possible to divide into two types: archives of 
messages and archives of values.

Feature of archives of messages is that the subject of archiving are, so-called, events. A characteristic 
attribute of event is time of occurrence of this event. Archives of messages, usually, are used for archiving 
messages in system, i.e. conducting logs and reports. Depending on a source, messages can be classified 
by various criteria. For example, it can be reports of emergencies, reports of actions of operators, reports 
of failures of connection, etc.

Feature of archives of values is their periodicity defined by the time interval between two adjacent 
values. Archives of values are applied for archiving of history of continuous processes. As far as process is 
continuous  and  it's  archiving  is  possible  only  by  introduction  of  conception  of  quantization  of 
interrogation of values as differently we receive archives of the infinite sizes, in view of a continuity of the 
nature of process. Besides, practically, we can receive values with the period limited by sources of data. 
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For example, qualitative enough sources of data, in the industry, data with frequency more 1kHz seldom 
allow to obtain. And it without taking into account sensors having even less qualitative characteristics.

For the decision of tasks of archiving data flows in OpenSCADA system the subsystem “Archives” is 
provided. The subsystem “Archives” allows to conduct both: archives of messages and archives of values. 
The subsystem “Archives” is modular. The modular object containing in a subsystem “Archives” the type 
of the archiver acts. The type of the archiver defines the way of a data storage, i.e. storehouse (file system, 
DBMS, a network, etc.). Each module of a subsystem “Archives” can realize both: archiving of messages, 
and archiving of values.  The subsystem “Archives” can contain set  of the archives served by various 
modules of a subsystem.

The message in OpenSCADA system is characterized: by date, by level of importance, by category and 
the text of the message. Date of the message specifies for the period of creation of the message. The level 
of importance specifies a degree of importance of the message. The category determines the address or the 
conditional identifier of a source of the message. Usually, the category contains a full way to a source of 
the message in system. The text of the message, actually, also carries meaning content of the message.

During archiving messages are passed through the filter. The filter works on a level of importance and a 
category of  the  message.  The  level  of  the message  in  the  filter  specifies  that  it  is  necessary to  pass 
messages  with specified or higher level  of importance.  To filtering on a category templates  are used, 
which  define  what  messages  are  applied  to  pass.  Each  archiver  contains  own  options  of  the  filter. 
Consequently it is possible to create easily various specialized archivers for archive of messages.  For 
example archivers of messages it is possible to dedicate on:

• logs for storage of the debugging information and other working information of a server; 
• various reports (the report of actions of clients, the report of infringements and exceptions, the 
report of events...).

The archive of values in system OpenSCADA acts as an independent component which includes the 
buffer processable by archivers. Key parameter of archive of value is the source of data. In a role of a 
source of data attributes of parameters of OpenSCADA system and also other external sources of data (a 
passive  mode)  can  act.  Other  sources  of  data  can  be:  network  archivers  from remote  OpenSCADA 
systems, the environment of programming of OpenSCADA system, etc.

Key component of archiving of values of continuous processes is the buffer of values. The buffer of 
values  is  intended  for  intermediate  storage  of  a  file  of  the  values  received  with  certain  periodicity 
(quantum of time). The buffer of values is used as for direct storage of big arrays of values in archives of 
values, before direct “retire” on physical carriers, and for manipulations with the staff of values, i.e. in 
functions of rame-accurate query of values and their placement in buffers of archives.

For the organization of the dedicated archivers, in the allocated systems it is possible to use transport 
type of the archiver (It is planned.). Function of transport type of the archiver is reflection of the remote 
central archiver on local system. As consequence, archivers of transport type carry out data transmission 
between local system and the archiver of the remote system, hiding from subsystems of local system the 
real nature of the archiver.

2.6 Communications. Subsystems “Transports” and «Transport protocols».

As far as the OpenSCADA system is pawned as is high-scaled system that support of communications 
should  be  flexible  enough.  For  satisfaction  of  a  high  degree  of  flexibility,  communications  in 
OpenSCADA  system  are  realized  in  subsystems  “Transports”  and  «Transport  protocols»  which  are 
modular.

The  subsystem  “Transports”  is  intended  for  an  exchange  of  the  not  structured  data  between 
OpenSCADA  system  and  external  systems.  In  a  role  of  external  systems  can  act  even  remote 
OpenSCADA systems. Not structured data are understood as a file of symbols of the certain length. The 
modular object containing in a subsystem “Transports”, the type of transport acts. The type of transport 
defines the mechanism of transfer of not structured data. For example it can be:
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• sockets (TCP/UDP/UNIX); 
• channels; 
• shared memory.

The subsystem “Transports” includes support of input and output transports. Input transport is intended 
for service of external queries and sending of answers. Output transport, on the contrary, is intended for 
sending messages and expectation of the answer. Consequently, input transport contains a configuration of 
the given station as server, and output transport contains a configuration of the remote server. The module 
of a subsystem “Transports” realizes support both: input and output transports.

The subsystem «Transport protocols» is intended for structurization of data received from a subsystem 
“Transports”. As a matter of fact,  the subsystem «Transport protocols» is continuation of a subsystem 
“Transports” and carries out functions of check of structure and integrity of the received data. So, for the 
indication of the protocol together with which transport should work, the special configuration field is 
provided.  The  modular  object  containing  in  a  subsystem  “Protocols”  is  the  protocol.  For  example, 
transport protocols can be:

• HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol); 
• SelfSystem (OpenSCADA the system protocol).

The full chain of connection can be written down as follows:

• the message is transferred in transport; 
• transport transfers the message to the protocol, connected with it, by creation of new object of 
the protocol; 
• the protocol checks integrity of data; 
• if all data have come, transport must be informed about the termination of expectation of data 
and to transfer it the answer, differently to inform, that it is necessary to expect still; 
• transport, having received {confirmation, sends the answer and delete object of the protocol; 
• if confirmations are not present, the transport continues expectation of data, and in the case of 
their receipt transfers them to the saved object of the protocol.

Protocols for output transports are supported also. The output protocol incurs function of dialogue with 
transport and realization of features of the protocol. The internal side of access to the protocol is realized 
by data-flow way with own structure for each protocol module.  Such mechanism allows to carry out 
transparent access to external system, by means of transport, simply specifying a name of the protocol by 
means of which to serve transfer.

Owing to standard API-access to transports of OpenSCADA system it is possible to change easily a 
way of data exchange not touching exchanging systems. For example, in the case of a local exchange it is 
possible to use faster transport on the basis of shared memory, and in the case of an exchange through the 
Internet and a local network to use TCP or UDP sockets.

2.7 Interfaces of the user. A subsystem «Interfaces of the user».

SCADA-systems as a class, assume presence of user interfaces. In OpenSCADA, for granting the user 
interfaces, the subsystem «The user interfaces» is provided. The user interface of OpenSCADA system is 
understood not only as the environment of visualization from which the end user should work, but also as 
everything, that concerns the user, for example:

• environments of visualization; 
• configurators;
• alarming and signalling devices.

The subsystem «The  user  interfaces»  is  modular.  As  modular  object  of  a  subsystem the  concrete 
interface of the user actually acts. Modilarity of subsystem allows to create various interfaces of users on 
various GUI/TUI libraries and to use optimal of decisions in particularly taken case, for example,  for 
environments  of  performance  of  programmed logic  controllers  it  is  possible  to  use configurators  and 
visualizers on the basis of Web-technologies (WebCfg, WebUI), and in case of stationary workstations to 
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use the same configurators and visualizers, but on the basis of libraries QT, GTK.

2.8 Safety of system. A subsystem “Safety”.

The OpenSCADA system is the branched out system which consists of ten subsystems and can include 
set of modules. Consequently, granting of unlimited access by all to these resources is at least unsafe. 
Therefore, for differentiation of access in OpenSCADA system, the subsystem of “Safety” is provided. 
The basic functions of a subsystem “Safety” are:

• storage of registration records of users and groups of users; 
• authentication of users; 
• check of access rights of the user to this or that resource.

2.9 Management of libraries of modules and modules. A subsystem «Management of 
modules».

The OpenSCADA system is constructed by a modular principle that means presence of set of modules 
with  which  it  is  necessary  to  operate.  For  performance  of  function  of  management  by  modules  of 
OpenSCADA system the subsystem «Management of modules» is provided. All modules, for the present 
moment are delivered in system by means of shared libraries (containers). Each container can contain set 
of modules of various type.

The subsystem «Management of modules» realizes the control over the status of containers and allows 
to carry out hot addition, removal and updating of containers and modules containing in them.

2.10 Unforeseen opportunities. A subsystem “Special”.

Certainly,  to  provide all  probable  functions  it  is  impossible,  therefore  in  OpenSCADA system the 
subsystem “Special”  is provided.  The subsystem “Special”  is  modular  and is intended for addition in 
OpenSCADA system unforeseen functions by modular expansion. For example, by means of a subsystem 
“Special” can be realized:

• tests of OpenSCADA system and its modules; 
• libraries of functions of the user programming.

2.11 The user functions. Objective model and the environment of programming of 
system.

Any serious SCADA system should contain the mechanisms giving an opportunity to program at the 
user  level,  i.e.  to  contain  the  environment  of  programming.  The  OpenSCADA system contains  such 
environment.  By means of the environment  of programming of OpenSCADA system it  is  possible to 
realize:

• Algorithms of management of technological processes. 
• Large dynamic models of real time of technological, chemical, physical and other processes. 
• Adaptive mechanisms of management on models. 
• The  user  procedures  of  management  by  internal  functions  of  system,  its  subsystems  and 
modules. 
• Flexible  formations  of  structures  of  parameters  at  a  level  of  the  user,  with  the  purpose  of 
creation of parameters of non-standard structure and its filling on algorithm of the user. 
• Auxiliary calculations.

The environment of programming of OpenSCADA system represents a complex of assets organizing 
the computing environment of the user. Into structure of a complex of assets are included:

• objective model of OpenSCADA system; 
• modules of libraries of functions; 
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• computing controllers of a subsystem “Data acquisition” and other calculators.

Modules of libraries of functions give set of functions of the certain orientation expanding objective 
model of system. Libraries can be realized both: by the set of functions of the fixed type, and functions 
supposing free updating and addition.

Libraries  of  functions  of  the  fixed  type  can  be  given  by standard  modules  of  system,  organically 
supplementing objective model. Functions of such libraries will represent the interface of access to assets 
of the module at a level of the user. For example, «The environment of visual data presentation» can give 
functions  for  delivery  of  various  messages.  Using  these  functions  the  user  can  realize  interactive 
algorithms of communication with system.

Libraries of functions of free type give the environment of a writing of the user functions on one of 
programming languages. Within the limits of the module of libraries of functions mechanisms of creation 
of libraries of functions can be given. So, it  is possible to create libraries of devices of technological 
processes, and in a consequence to use them by linkage. Various modules of libraries of functions can give 
realizations of various programming languages.

On the basis of the functions given by objective model, computing controllers are under construction. 
Computing controllers carry out linkage of functions with parameters of system and the mechanism of 
calculation.
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3 SCADA systems and their structure.

 

Рис. 2. SCADA-system.

SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition), in a general view, have the allocated architecture 
like represented on fig. 2. Elements of SCADA systems, in sense of the software, carry out following 
functions: 
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The acquisition server: represents a task or group of tasks engaged in data acquisition from sources of 
data, or act in a role as a source of data. Into tasks of a server enters:

• reception and-or formation of data; 
• data processing; 
• service of queries about access to data; 
• service of queries about updating of data.

The server of archiving: represents a task or group of tasks engaged in archiving of data. Into tasks of 
the server enters:

• archiving of data of SCADA-system; 
• service of queries about access to contemporary records; 
• import/export of archives.

The journaling server: represents a task or group of tasks engaged in archiving of messages. Into tasks 
of the server enters:

• archiving of messages of units of SCADA-system; 
• service of queries about access to archival messages; 
• import/export of archives.

The alarm server: represents a task or group of tasks carrying out functions of the server of recording 
concerning a narrow category of messages of the signal system. 

The  operator  working  place:  represents  constantly  functioning  GUI  (Grafical  User  Interface) 
application executed in an one-monitor, multimonitor or panel mode and carrying out functions:

• granting of the user interface for the control over a condition of technological process; 
• granting of an opportunity of formation of operating influences; 
• granting of an opportunity of studying and the analysis of history of technological process; 
• granting of toolkit for generation of the accounting documentation.

The engineer working place:  represents GUI application used for configuration of SCADA system. 
Into tasks of the application enters:

• granting of toolkit for manipulation with system functions of system; 
• granting of toolkit of a workplace of the operator; 
• granting of toolkit for manipulation with architecture of SCADA system as a whole (distribution 
of functions between stations, creation, removal of stations...).

The chief working place: represents GUI application, as a rule, executed in an one-monitor mode and 
carrying out functions:

• granting of the user interface for the control over a condition of technological process; 
• granting of toolkit for studying and the analysis of history of technological process as is direct 
from an active server, and on the basis of separate archives; 
• granting of toolkit for generation of the accounting documentation.

The technologist working place:  completely includes functions of a workplace of the operator plus 
model of technological process (without direct communication with technological process).

The work planner working place: completely includes functions of a workplace of the technologist 
plus toolkit for creation of models of technological processes.
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4 Ways of configuration and using of OpenSCADA system.

4.1 Simple server connection.

In  the  elementary  case  the  OpenSCADA system can  be  configured  in  a  server  mode  (fig.  3)  for 
acquisition and archiving of data. The given configuration allows to carry out following functions:

• interrogation of controllers; 
• archiving of values of parameters; 
• service of client queries about reception of various data of a server; 
• granting of the configuration WEB-interface; 
• the remote configuration from OpenSCADA system by means of the QT-interface or other local 
interface. 
• secondary regulation (regulation in computing controllers); 
• modeling, adjusting and supplementing calculations in computing controllers.

 

Рис. 3. Simple server connection.

4.2 The duplicated server connection.

For increasing of reliability and productivity the OpenSСADA system supposes plural reservation (fig. 
4) at which controllers of one copy are reflected in other. At use of a similar configuration distribution of 
loading of interrogation/calculation at various stations is possible. The given configuration allows to carry 
out functions:

• interrogation of controllers; 
• archiving of values of parameters; 
• service of client queries about reception of various data of a server; 
• reservation of parameters; 
• reservation of archives; 
• distribution of loading of interrogation on servers; 
• granting of the configuration WEB-interface; 
• secondary regulation (regulation in computing controllers); 
• modeling,  adjusting  and  supplementing  calculations  in  computing  controllers  with  an 
opportunity of distribution of loading on servers.
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Рис. 4. The duplicated server connection.

4.3 The duplicated server connection on one server.

Special case of the duplicated connection is the duplicated connection within the limits of one server 
(fig. 5), that is start of several stations by one machine with a crossing of parameters. The purpose of the 
given configuration is increase of reliability and fault tolerance of system by reservation of software.

 

Рис. 5. The duplicated server connection on one server.

4.4 Client access by means of the Web-interface. A place of the manager.

For visualization of data containing on a server, the good decision is to use the user WEB-interface (fig. 
6).  The given decision allows to use a standard WEB-browser at  the client  and therefore is the most 
flexible as it is not adhered to one platform, i.e. is multiplatform. However this decision has essential 
imperfections:  low productivity and reliability.  In this  connection it  is  recommended to use the given 
method for visualization of noncritical data or data having a reserve highly reliable way of visualization. 
For example, the good decision will be using of this method at the heads of plants where always exists 
place(attendant position) with reliable way of visualization. The given configuration allows to carry out 
following functions:

• interrogation of a server for data acquisition of visualization and a configuration; 
• visualization of data in a kind accessible to understanding; 
• formation of protocols, reports; 
• manipulation with parameters supposing change.
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Рис. 6. Client access by means of the Web-interface. A place of the manager.

4.5 The automated workplace (place of the manager/operator).

For visualization of critical data, and also in case of if high quality and productivity is required, it is 
possible to use visualization on the basis of OpenSCADA system configured with the GUI module (fig. 7). 
The given configuration allows to carry out following functions:

• interrogation of a server for updating current values; 
• visualization of the interrogated data in a kind accessible to understanding; 
• formation of protocols and reports; 
• manipulation with parameters supposing changes.

 

Рис. 7. The automated workplace (place of the manager/operator).

4.6 Automated workplace with a server of acquisition and archiving on the single 
machine (a place of the operator, model...).

The full-function client-server configuration on the single machine (fig. 8) can be used for increasing of 
reliability  of  system as  a  whole  by start  of  the client  and a  server  in  different  processes.  The given 
configuration  allows,  without  consequences  for  a  server,  to  stop the client  and to  do with it  various 
preventive works. It is recommended for use at stations of the operator by installation of two machines 
combining in itself the station of the operator and redundant server. The given configuration allows to 
carry out following functions:

• interrogation of controllers; 
• service of client queries; 
• visualization; 
• delivery of operating influences; 
• generation of protocols and reports; 
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• secondary regulation; 
• modeling, adjusting and additional calculations in computing controllers; 
• acquisition and visualization of the information on a personal computer, a server....

 

Рис. 8. Automated workplace with a server of acquisition and archiving on the single machine (a place 
of the operator, model...).

4.7 The elementary mixed connection (model, demonstration, configurator...).

The mixed connection combines functions of a server and the client (fig. 9). It can be used for test, 
demonstration functions, and also for granting models of technological processes as a unit. In this mode 
following functions can be carried out:

• interrogation of controllers; 
• service of client inquiries; 
• visualization; 
• delivery of operating influences; 
• generation of protocols and reports; 
• secondary regulation; 
• modeling, adjusting and supplementing calculations in computing controllers; 
• acquisition  and  visualization  of  the  current  information  on  a  personal  computer,  a  server, 
model...; 
• a configuration of databases, connections, etc.

 

Рис. 9. The elementary mixed connection (model, demonstration, configurator...).
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4.8 The steady, allocated configuration.

The given configuration is one of variants of steady/reliable connection (fig. 10). Stability is reached by 
distribution of functions on:

• to servers of interrogation; 
• to the central server of archiving and service of client queries; 
• to clients: automated workplaces and WEB-clients.

 

Рис. 10. The steady, allocated configuration.

The server of interrogation is configured on the basis of OpenSCADA system and represents the task 
(group of tasks) engaged with interrogation of the controller (group of controllers of the same type). The 
received  values  are  accessible  to  the central  server  through any transport  which support  is  added by 
connection of the corresponding module of transport. For decrease in frequency of interrogation and size 
of  the network traffic  the  server  of  interrogation  can be equipped with small  archive  of  values.  The 
configuration of a server of interrogation is stored in one of accessible DB.

The central  server of archiving and service of client  queries carries out function of the centralized 
acquisition and processing of parameters of servers of interrogation and their values. Access to servers of 
interrogation  is  carried  out  by  means  of  one  of  accessible  in  OpenSCADA transports+protocols  (for 
example it is SGA). For granting the uniform interface of access to parameters and controllers the module 
Transporter which reflects data of servers of interrogation on structure of local parameters is used.

For  performance  of  internal  calculations  and  the  additional  analysis  of  parameters  computing 
controllers are used.

For versatile and deep archiving various modules of archives are used.

For access of clients to a server are used accessible for OpenSCADA network transports, for example it 
is Sockets, and transport protocols, for an example it is the protocol OpenSCADA «SelfSystem".

The configuration of the central server is stored in one of accessible DB (for example it is network 
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DBMS MySQL).

For granting the user WEB-interface the module WebCfg by means of the transport protocol “HTTP” is 
used.

Various clients, among them automated workplaces and WEB-clients, are carried out on the separated 
machines  in  necessary  quantity.  The  automated  workplace  is  realized  on  the  basis  of  OpenSCADA 
system.  Its  functions  include  interrogation  of  values  of  parameters  from the  central  server  and  their 
visualization on the GUI interface(s). For reception of parameters in an automated workplace the module 
of  reflection  of  the  remote  parameters  Transporter,  also,  is  used.  For  granting  access  to  archives  the 
module of archive of network type can be used. The configuration of an automated workplace can be 
stored in one of accessible DB (for example it is network DBMS MySQL, located on the machine of the 
central archiving server).
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